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The Armstrong State College Student Voice

On 18 September Coastal Right to Life,
a local p ro-life group, held a rally at the
Southside B aptist Church. The meeting
wassponsored by Southside Baptist's Moral
Concerns Committee. According to Allen
Bossen, ministerof the church and originator
of the Moral Concerns Committee,
approximately 200people attended. Nancy
Schaffer, a registered lobbyist from Atlanta,
spoke to the group about upcoming
legislation concerning the abortion debate.
Bossen began the Moral Concerns
Committe to "create a voice towards
educational problems in the area. The
Committee looks at the community and
gets invo lved where there's the need for
christian em phasis," Bossen stated. "We
are providing an alternative view to many
community groups." The committee was
also involved in the protests of the movie
The Last Temptation of Christ.
One of the Committee's main objectives
concerns sex education in the public
education sy stem. According to Bossen,
schools are illegally teaching safe sex,
because Georgia state law requires schools
to teach abstinence. "The system has found
a way aro und the law, which is immoral.
How can we teach the kids to obey the laws
when the schools don't?"
The law Bossen alludes to states that the
objectives t o be taught are; "handling of
peer pressure, promotion of high selfesteem, local community values, and
abstinence from sexual activity as an
effective method of prevention of
pregnancy, sexually transmitted diseases,
and AIDS." It also affirms that "No facility
operated on public school property or
operated by a public school district and no
employee o f any such facility. . ." shall
participate in the distribution of
contraceptives, performance of or referrals
for abortion. Bossen alleges that teenagers
often learn where to obtain birth control
and abortions from school officials, which
would be in op position to this law.
Bossen stated that his group is also
opposed to the current curriculum because,
"We believe teaching kids to have safe sex
is a lie. Condoms and other forms of birth
control are not 100% sure. Sex is intended
for family and marriage and if you have it at
the wrong time it could be harmful. We
want to tell the kids, 'If you don't want an
STD or a pregnancy, don't have sex.'"
"We presented a curriculumentitled "Sex
Respect" to the school board. It teaches
abstinence and meets the objectives for sex
education set by State and Federal
government.
It was produced by
independent research and is currently being
used in se veral areas, including Beaufort
County. However, the school board rejected

it saying it was religious in orientation."
"Statistics prove that where this program
is in use the pregnancy and STD rates go
down. Statistics also prove that where
clinics distribute birth control these rates
increase."
These statistics come from the Weed
and Olsen 1986 report. A summary of the
report states that, "As the number and
proportion of teenage family-planning
clients increased, we observed a
corresponding increase in the teenage
pregnancy and abortion rates; 50 to 120
more pregnancies per thousand clients,
rather than the 200 to 300 fewer pregnancies
as estimated by researchers at the Alan
Guttmacher Institute." A pamphlet entitled
"Teenage Pregnancy and Sex Education in
the Schools: What Works and What Does
Not Work?" concludes that, "The reason
for the ineffectiveness of such programs
[family planning clinics] is that they are
founded upon common myths, including
the belief that regular usage of
contraceptives will reduce pregnancies."
When questioned about the separation
of church and state, Bossen declared that he
firmly believes in it. "However, every
individual and group of individuals should
share what they feel is best for the nation."
Debbie Blackburn, chairman of Coastal
Empire Right to Life, certainly feels her
group is sharing what they think is best.

She stated that the organization opposes
abortion on social as well as religious
grounds.
"We are concerned about
euthanasia, infanticide, and the general
disrespect for life in today's society. We
want to reestablish the sanctity of life under
the law."
Blackburn defined education as the main
objective of CERTL. "The National
Committe on Adoption reports that there
are two million infertile couples in this
country, and the vast majority of these
would adopt if the babies were available.
The supply exceeds the demand. And new
data shows that the majority of women
having abortions are white, which proves
that the argument that stopping abortion
will only produce more poor, black babies
is false."
The statistics Blackburn refers to are
from the Georgia Department of Human
Resources' report Selected Vital Statistics
By Race, State of Georgia, 1987. This
report states that out of 33,509 induced
terminations in Georgia in 1987, 18,488
were white and 14,080 were black. For
Chatham County the numbers are 1,193
total, 567 white and 607 black.
Upcoming plans for CERTL, which
Blackburn said has between 350 and 400
members, include a trip to Atlanta for a
march in January and a rally entitled
"Everybody Deserves a Birthday" in
Forsythe Park on 21 October. •>
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Anti-abortionist in Savannah
—
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The status of ASC is in grey area with the ascension of GSC to GSU

GSU and ASC- many questions
by Lisa Catron
On July 1, 1990 Georgia Southern
College will be elevated to regional univer

Adams, Dean of Arts and Sciences, calls
"the thousands of details" which must be
worked out to get the program working
smoothly. A graduate council will be made
up of reprcsentives of the three schools so

sity status with the graduate progams of all three will have a voice in the running of
Armstrong State College and Savannah the graduate program. There has been no
State College as affiliates. The graduate decision yet as to how the council will be
programs currendy at ASC and SSCwill be chosen. The graduate council could con
incorporated into Georgia Southern Uni sist ofan equal number of people from each
versity. The undergraduate programs at school or it could be representative, in that
each college will remain separate and oper the school with the greatest enrollment will
ate independently of one another. Tenta have the majority of members. This ques
tively, graduate courses will be offered at tion is only one of many which plague the
the campus with the greatest enrollment for new university.
that particular class. According to Dr.
During a "brainstorming" session of the
Frank Butler, Vice-President and Dean of President's Staff, the members came up
Faculty, the organization of the new re with 28 questions about the new university
gional university with the incorporated structure ranging from services and man
graduate programs will break new ground agement to who will keep the records on the
in the state in terms of the overall admini graduate students.
stration of the plan. The Chancellor of the
Dr. Anderson, Dean of Admissions and
Board of Regents, Dean Propst has said he Registration, was disappointed that the
will remain actively involved in the carry original plan of one university with multiing out of the new university program.
campuses was not approved by the Board
The graduate program at the new univer of Regents. When talking about the current
sity calls for a Vice President and Dean for plan, Anderson raises many questions which
Research and Graduate Studies, who has mirror several of the 28 questions the
yet to be chosen. The Vice-President will President's staff had.
be in charge of the administration of the
No decision has been made as to who
graduate programs. According to Butler, will count the graduate students. For ex
this Vice President will be unusual because ample, if a student is enrolled at Georgia
he will wield more authority than most Southern graduate program, but is taking a
Vice Presidents do. This Vice President class at ASC, who gets to claim this student
will report to the Chancellor's Board and for funding purposes and what campus will
probably to the presidents of the three col keep the student's records? Will students
leges.
receiving graduate degrees on the Arm
Besides the creation of the new Vice strong campus graduate at the Armstrong
President position, the plan calls for the graduation, and, as Anderson points out
hiring of three associate deans, one from what, will their diplomas read?
each college. The associate deans will
Another question that came to mind was
coordinate and oversee the graduate pro the transferring of credits between schools.
grams at their respective colleges. The Anderson hopes that the computerization
questions of who will hire the associate of each campus will help in the paper work
deans and to whom they will report have yet of administration. This in turn raises the
to be answered.
question of computer link up between the
The job positions for the administration campus and how it will be done and who
of the graduate program at the new univer will pay for it. Anderson also sees an
sity has been set up, but no one has been increase in enrollment when the university
hired yet to fill the positions. The positions plan takes affect.
Other questions which have come up
cannot be filled until aconsensus is reached
and have yet to be addressed are:
as to who does the hiring.
The question of who will employ the
associate deans is only one in what Dr. Continued on page 6
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EDITORIAL
ASC needs to act the part
by Ron Speir, Jr.
Part of the blame for the reputation of
Armstrong State College in the talk of col
lege students and soon to be collegians lies
completely on the faculty and administra
tion.
1 really am starting to hate hearing ASC
referred to as a commuter college, a fact
which is true, but another fact that 1 submit
to you is that the commuter college image
can be watered down, especially with ASC
growing rapidly on many fronts.
When one thinks of a "real" college, the
image may be of a dreadful schedule.
Imagine a schedule that has an 11:30 Eng
lish 101, a 1:30 to 2:30 biology, and a 5:30
Math 101. It would become obvious that
you were the last person in the world to
register and received the final slots in these
core classes.
If the same situation occurred at ASC,
you would simply wind up with an odd
schedule—but all would be morning classes.
Someone pointed out to me that there arc
essentially no afternoon classes at ASC.
This is no big secret just walk around the
campus after 1:30. The place is a morgue.
Check out the class schedule for the fall.
With the exception of night classes, there
is, out of 19 sections, only one afternoon
English 101, at 12:30— ju st barely after
noon. There are three Math 101 classes at
12:30, which really is late morning, and
only one afternoon class.

With the large number of freshmen
this quarter, it would have been an excellent
chance for the administration to begin
ASC's growth with afternoon classes. I
mean, after all, the freshmen don't know
that your not suppose to take an afternoon
class at ASC.
But Nooooooooooo! (to borrow a line
from the late great John Belushi) The
freshmen were ushered into an expanded
morning schedule that must utilize every
broom closet on campus.
I r ealize that many people work, wish
ing to dash to school then off to work. But
a schedule could be developed similar to
SCAD's, where a student can go to school
two days a week with two hour classes
leaving the other three days to work. Then,
add the usual ASC schedule of one hour
classes to suit the non-workers.
Memos have been sent recommending
afternoon classes for upper divisional
courses so that freshmen can have the
morning classes, which will allow them to
work and, hopefully, retain them as upperclassmen. This attitude needs to be dropped
largely for its nearsightedness. The class
schedules should be more diverse.
This plan may not be feasible under
some obscure stale rule or a clause in the
professors contracts which prohibit them
from working after lunch time. In short
ASC wants to be a big school, and it can be,
but ASC needs to act like a big school. This
is a challange. Go for it! But times they are
a change'n and so must ASC...
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The Close of My Davs

Quarter system means problems for faculty
Overworked and underpaid are not words
usually associated with professors. And
yet, it seems to me that is the case here at
Armstrong. My observation is based upon
one year's study here, and the gift of friend
ship from the professors.
Consider, first of all, the system under
which they (and you) operate. It is called
the quarter system and if you have ever
attended a college or university which
operates undera semester system, you soon
a d n e s s
2
htr
Tdays
taught
five
a week.ki s

t o ah v e

s ub

J'ects

This leaves no time for students to as
similate the lecture of the previous dav It
It
lTTh 11131 S°me profcssors must lecture
thp C proverbial bat °ut of heU to cover al I
the materia! deemed vital to that quarter

£vsrrrrr.-z
s tney are leaving somp
,
perhaps even most of
i
'

or
on

students was listed as having a p assir
grade. The subject? Algebra, of course.
This utter failure on the part of studen
suggests that they are all dummies, or lit
the professor, mindful of the syllabus lob
covered, really didn 't understand whatwa
going on. Neither explanation issatisfac
tory.
What does seem evident, however,!
that the system needs overhauling in fa®
of the students who, after all, are pay®l
money to be taught, not to undergopsychic
shock quarter after quarter.
Obviously such a system places a grca[
deal of strain upon the facultymembers li
the department heads. One studentrecent)
told me that he had taken alge bra FT
pie
times and has yet to pass the course.
same complaint lingers:
too fast and the students cannot keep "P
with him or her.
Is there a definitive answer to the Pr0;
lem? I am not sure, but Isuggest that ti1-day stress course is taking a terrible to ®1
both students and faculty and it shoal
St0ppcd"

M

Perhaps Monday through T han .
could be given over to lectures with F" ;
a day to ask questions about material c
a' security
number would nr.
,
ered the previous four days.
^ ;e
a professor's office door
***** °UtSide
Our world changes almost fro"1
day. Is education at Armstrong he' P
ingintogamble'Sltf! ^
d°°r lead"
oner by the syllabus?
of final grades Cnnf^ 'adccd a list
This critique is not to oeoasc -- .(lj
examined the list The"
*** Curious> 1 stration, students or faculty. Butma) e
time to consider that what wort®
W»»|dyo„be,i vod,a
ently) a decade ago might not be t e
e
tnoloneofUlc
thing for today. *
Monday when today is Friday"85
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Faculty Speaks
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If the Regents are serious in this commit
ment, it will enhance the quality of educa
tion at all levels at Armstrong.
The Chinese ideogram for "crisis"
The other crisis issue is presented by
combines the symbols for "danger" and
Armstrong's increase in enrollment this
"opportunity." This captures the complex
fall. We have around 3650 students on
ity and confusion of life, in which good and
campus this fall. This is anincrease of 13 %
bad are generally mingled, rather than ex
over last fall's enrollment, and is ht e largest
isting separately. It also represents accu
enrollment ever in the college's history,
rately the tension that always exists when
according to Dean William Megathlin.
we are confronted with choices.
Since we have grown up in a society
This f all Armstrong State College is which often measures success in terms of
confronted with two crises, both of which growth, the first question we need to ask is
pose potential dangers and provide oppor how does this increase in enrollment pose a
tunities for the ASC of the future. Our danger to Armstrong? One could argue that
actions now can help to determine the out this increase couldn't have come at a better
comes of these crises.
time, given the uncertainty of how the
One set of questions centers around the Regents' decision just discussed will affect
Board of Regents' recent decision to grant us. What better protection could Arm
Georgia Southern the status of regional strong have against being swallowed up by
university and to make Armstrong and Southern than showing that there is a real
Savannah State Colleges affiliates to Geor demand for Armstrong's services? Admit
gia southern's graduate programs.
ting all of that, our enrollment increases
The plan the Regents adopted is one in still contain elements of danger.
which graduate education atGeorgia SouthOne of the most obvious effects of hav
em, Armstrong, and Savannah S tate will be ing so many students on campus is that we
merged, and graduate courses will be of have run out of room, at least during the extended class discussions, both possible to go on for the bachelors degree. Yes, she
fered on all three campuses. All diplomas high volume periods from 8:30 through in smaller classes, are more difficult (or said , but not at Armstrong—she is plan
will carry the G eorgia Southern label, but 12:30. Estimates earlier this year had placed impossible) to maintain in jumbo classes. ning to drive to Statesboro for that degree.
Another possibility for dealing with Armstrong State College has prided itself
the courses will be taught where the student our fall enrollment as high as 4,000 stu
increased
enrollments is to start offering over the years on having a personal dimen
demand is, and qualified faculty members dents, an additional 300 or so students over
afternoon
classes,
just as other colleges do. sion to its program, a dimension not found
at all three schools will be awarded gradu the actual figure. Dean Megathlin told me
This
flies
in
the
face
of current practice, on larger campuses. For a relatively small
ate faculty status.
that we were probably lucky that we didn't
Some see only danger in the Regents' hit that number, because we wouldn't have and may discomfort both students and fac campus, I have heard too many stories like
ulty. Students like to be gone by 11:30 or the one above over the years. If we are to
recent decision. They think that Georgia had any place to put them.
If Armstrong is going to continue to 12:30, so they can move on to work. Fac keep the increasing number of students
Southern University will eventually swal
low up both Armstrong and Savannah State grow, we are going to have to figure out ulty members like students to be gone, so who come here to begin with, we have got
Colleges. In this version of the future where to put the students that come here. In they can work or snooze undisturbed dur to ensure that we do provide the kind of
students will forget about the educational a way this quarter is serving as an "early ing the long, quiet afternoon hours.
sensitive and personal service that we say
While afternoon classes might force us we do.
opportunities available in Savannah and warning system," alerting us that some
start making tracks for Statesboro, thus changes are going to have to be made, if we to change our routines, let me suggest that
Perhaps we administrators, staff, and
leaving ASC with no enrollment and forc are to accommodate an increased demand. there might be positive elements to such a faculty all need to reexamine our attitudes
The changes necessary to handle an move beyond merely accommodating a toward students. At one level, it is a matter
ing us to close our doors.
increased
student population may require larger student population. First, offering a of survival—if we alienate enough stu
Perhaps a more subtle and long-range
perceived d anger stemming from the Re changes in attitude and behavior on the part full array of courses throughout the day dents, we'll put ourselves in danger, be
gents' decision is that it could undermine of the administration, faculty, and students, may help those students who currently think cause they have a number of options for
community support for Armstrong and and therein lies one danger. Some perceive of ASC as "Abercorn High" begin to think which college they will attend.
At a deeper level, it is a matter of per
Savannah St ate colleges, or that it could any change in established routines as a of it as a "real college." It also might help
weaken the Board of Regents' commitment threat, and an Armstrong State College some faculty members think of their jobs as forming our educational function. If we
oriented toward serving a larger student full time, rather than part time responsibili alienate students (by treating them as merely
to the continuation of all three schools.
ties.
"bodies," numbers, or annoyances) during
Chancellor H. Dean Propst, however, body will have to break with some estab
Second, if we develop a campus in which registration or in the business office or
has expressed his commitment to the con lished routines.
Faculty members may have to adjust to large numbers of students are around after bookstore, it will be harder to capture their
tinuation of all three schools, and the devel
the
idea of teaching "jumbo classes," at 11:30, it's possible that a real campus life minds in the classroom.
opment of a graduate program in which the
It would be good for us all to remind
least
once in a while. This quarter two could begin to develop. It is hard to develop
schools cooperate as equal partners. If the
campus activities that help to create a sense ourselves that the primary reason Arm
classes
—
one
section
of
introductory
psy
Regents hold firm to Propst's vision, the
of community when students take classes strong State College is here is not for the
affiliation o f Savannah State, Armstrong, chology and one section of American gov
during
periods 1 through 3 and then bug convenience of faculty members or to pro
and Georgia Southern into a unified gradu ernment — were so designated. If classes
out.
(Ditto
for faculty.)
vide a lot of jobs for the Savannah commu
ate program will provide new opportunities of 100 plus students are to become a regular
One
final
element of this enrollment nity, but to provide educational opportuni
part
of
Armstrong
life,
teachers
may
have
not only for graduate students, but will
crisis is its potential for increasing the ties for the students who choose to come
provide additional resources for under to modify their teaching techniques and bureaucratic and de-personalized attitudes
here. We already say that students come
testing methods to handle this new demand.
graduate education on our campus also.
already
found
on
cam
pus.
During
this
fall's
first
at ASC. We need to make sure that we
If such classes are to become standard,
Real c ommitment to a real graduate
registration
I
spo
ke
to
a
n
umberof
students
act
as
if we really believe that claim. Stu
program will m ean that larger budgets for the administration will need to rethink teach who were frustrated by what they perceived
dents
are
coming to ASC in greater num
expanding library holdings and research ing loads at Armstrong. Faculty members as bureaucratic runaround. One student,
bers,
and
therefore
we have greater oppor
facilities will be forthcoming, which will currently teach three courses per quarter at
ASC At Georgia Southern, where jumbo soon to graduate from the Associate De- tunities and confront greater risks. All of
mean that more materials and equipment
classes are routine, teachers have two clas
ses gree Nursing program, told me that no one this should make for an exciting and chal
will beavailableon our campus. In the long
involved in the registration in the cafeteria lenging year in the like of Armstrong State
ron, if the Board of Regents is serious in its ^Tfs^ch classes are to become standard, or the administration building had been College. Wemighteven discover—if we're
stated commitment to graduate education
students will also have to change their helpful to her. After we completed the add up for it —that these crises can be ex
'n the Savannah area, more resources will expectations Close personal contact and slipformycourse.laskedhenfsheplanned tremely productive. •>
he available to students, staff, and faculty.
by Dr. Steve Ealy
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Public school improvement starts collecj© Ed. departments
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amount or reouiu-iw<-^F...6
... ...
' ""a
pHu^arinnal sullies
«£*.•
isn\
disruptive students; educational
supplies — ofxecord-t^tagin
where performance is already shackled by could be likened to the Grand Aum
by Andy Pena that are in bad repair, inadequate, or worse
the existing paperwork.
However, Lagado which Gulliver visits inhislBi;
yet, nonexistent (this includes the most 1111/ OAIJUH^, f—I
*
*
' 1
thr» mi/thiool
^
"
according to one middle school principal, to the mythical country of _
When I de cided to become an English important educational supply of all —
major, it was not a choice which I took textbooks); and last but in no way least, although the proper forms are filled out, no Jonathan Swift's brilliant satire Gulli >
At this academy,
lightly and made simply because there was insurmountable heaps of needless, time- one has ever requested this information. Iav£lS.
scientists
stttdyandengageiite^
This
amounts
to
a
kind
of
bureaucratic
nothing else available at Armstrong which wasting, mind-numbing, hureaucrazvstruck my fancy. It was aconcious decision ridden paperwork designed solely to extortion, with the schools and ultimately such as extracting sunshinefrom ciKumfe
to find my niche away from the more confound, corrupt, and confuse the hapless the students as victims. Push the paper we turning human excrement back i nto G
business-oriented fields, which required soul into believing that dispensing tell you to push, and you get the money. Do original food, building houses fr 0m t
stuff of a sternerand more capitalistic nature knowledge is the dead ]asl item of business what we say and no one gets hurt. Or do roof downwards to the foundation a nd
than that which seems to be responsible for in this muddled tragedy of errors called the they? This is a classic example of the hundreds of other futile, trump^u
my makeup. I wanted to embrace a American educational system. By the way, bureaucratic idiocy which continues to endeavors having no discerniblepracfafe
profession which I saw to have more who's minding this almighty system? Well, enslave our schools to mediocrity.
whatsoever in day-to-day reality.
intrinsic value and integrity: the profession funny you should ask...
— Teacher certification assures teacher
Because of the excess that I seeofsuch
of teaching.
Recently, Charles H. Morris, president competence. This means if you 'recertified, airy pretense to intellect in the c urrent
Upon making this momentous decision, of Morris Newspaper Corporation and you're fit to teach and if you aren't, you're science of Education, it is my opinion tint
I quickly learned that in order to become a publisher of the Savannah Pennvsaver. not. How accurate and necessary, then, are persons possessing a degree ni the areata
teacher, one must subject oneself to a published a 40-page report on the state of the hoops teachers jump through to get this
be said to be intellectual chiropractors carefully-constructed sequence of affairs in the Savannah/Chatham County certification if, as an actual example, the
permitted to carry around the d egree of
Education courses and practicum public school system. Predictably, the news headmaster of Savannah Country Day
"doctor," but due to the nature o f t heir
experiences designed ostensibly with one was not good.
Also predictably, the School is not certified to teach in the public practice are rendered unable to p rescribe
goal in mind: the making of a professional, educational community (judging from the
school system despite the "minor" fact that anything of real medicinal value. I saw
competent, well-disciplined, and well- several teachers and officials I talked with
he is a Rhodes Scholar?
some evidence of this in one E ducation
trained educator of young minds. I a lso
during my various contacts with them in
These are the kinds of things the public professor's very deliberate,almostparanoid
learned that this carefully-constructed classes and practicum exercises) viewed
school system did not want to hear about insistence at the beginning of the quarter
sequence is considered by the vast majority the Morris report as being not much more
itself in Mr. Morris' "propaganda."
we al ways refer to her as"Doctor
as being only slightly more useful to this
than alarmist propaganda from some halfImagine
that.
Here
is
a
concerned
citizen
Now
certainly, if someone hasearnedatitle
goal than an ingrown toenail — and just
cocked busybody who should mind his who happens to be researched and powerful
that
truly
commands myrespect, they should
about as enjoyable. I was incredulous and
own business. In short, they reacted with enough to publish his own substantiated'
never feel the need to mandate the utterance
cautious at the same time. I mean, how
the proverbial fear and loathing. However, report telling the taxpayer the (perish the
(and hence the respect) of that tid e each
could a college course sequence be so
in orderto corroborate his report, Mr. Morris thought!) admitted TRUTH about what he
tortuous and so useless at the same time?
time I address them; I will already knowto
used extensive facts, figures, and statistics is getting for his tax dollar, and the
Still, everyone I talked with seemed to be of
show my respect by remembering theirtitle
obtained directly from the Chatham County educational community responds by and
the same opinion, and that opinion was
every
time I speak. It should be noted that
Board of Education for the 1987-88 school large by saying the man doesn't know what
voiced with such conviction that I c ould
no
other
professor I have ever met took the
year — all of which were determined to be he is talking about! I think Mr. Morris'
only conclude that there had to be at least
time
like
this professor did to make surel
accurate and therefore unarguable by none
report is a fair one, because he takes great was aware of any letters that may (represent
some substance to all of the horror stories I
other than that same board.
care in stating that the blame for the
heard. Indeed, my only hope of true insight
at the end of his or her name.
If you're curious about just what kind substandard education that Chatham County
lies in the fact that time alone would tell...
This is not the first time I have taken
of 1987-88 student and school information students are apparently getting does not
1 am currently taking my final Education
exception
to the conventions of thought I
Mr. Morris published in his report, here is rest solely on the public schools. Rather, he
course before student teaching, and after
have
witnessed
during my visits to Victor
just a sample, but be forewarned. If you are urges all tax-paying citizens to become
closely examining just what I am supposed
hall,
and
I
suppose
that I am considered
even casually interested in the adequate actively involved in the education of their
to be getting out of all of the coursework
something
of
an
iconoclast
over t here,
education of this community's students, children by "demanding more from the
and practicum experiences, I have found
However,
it
is
a
repu
tation
that
I
am willing
you are infor somerathcrdepressing tidings.'
f<? ?°.S anc^' even more importantly
that the toenail theory is utterly and
to
accept,
because
I
feel
the
educationofthe
42 percent of all Savannah public
helping those schools meet those
completely true. Before 1 ge t into why,
inheritors of this nation is too s olemn a
school graduates who go on to public
man s. Only then will everyone begin
permit me to say that I have always tried to
responsibi lity to be so grossly ismanaged.
m
Georgia colleges need to attend remedial to see results.
evaluate objectively every course I have
For those who wish to attack my viewpoint,
classes in order to bring their academic
f
thiS P°intS back to the beginning
ever taken at college. The reason for this
I say the only defense I need mentionisthe
performance up to the level of an average offi"„°f
practice is, I think, quite clear-cut: it serves
or a teacher: the coursework If
beginning college freshman.
current state of our nation's children, who
as a kind of insurance policy against yours
Lhey PurP-*d
are barely able to find our country onamap
75 percent (!) of the graduates at t^o-ifr'"h*'
truly flippantly dismissing any knowledge
y^
y made a person getting
a
decrrcp
.
Savannah High School who went on to
much less inherit it. If I am wr ong, why
that might in any way help me along in the
degree in whatever area of study more
public colleges needed remediation.
aren't
our children achieving as much as
real world.
qualified to teach it than someone with the
19 out of the 30 elementary schools
they can?
same degree and no certification -ifhc"
Like in all the other courses, I have tried
that's almost two-thirds, folks—did not
One professor of Education has said to
to honestly find something positive in each
" prepared f-ture teachers and
number of occasions that the
Education course I hav e taken, but the sad
—~~^,
cy
not conform
a
rC
J
pcrlorma
c
,H
rcaucrac
fact is that there is precious
little substance °™h"owaTs^f£ Tj m *
trcciousliulcsubstance
" e within U,c systTm'
'
y does
docs not
conform to t he
lf their theory and rhetnrir ,.,
on
me
lowa
Tests
of
Basic
Skills,
the
sole
„
~~
individual,
the
individual
conforn
conforms to tte
n
in any of them. From my first Orientation
Iycouldbe
standardized
test
given
annually
to
local
applied
throughout
the
rHv
t
"
bureaucracy."
I
must
say
that
to Teaching course to my September
students in grades 1 -9.
* uut(iacday-to-day operation neglected an
L important exception
.L* ion totolas
1
of
that
system
Practicum, I have found time and again
Four of the eight middle schools
meraliy
line
line—student
achievement
ottom maxim: if the bureaucracy is ge
nothing more than trumped-up voodoo and
50 percent, folks — had every grade level Why does the TlT
SOpathetic?
regarded as being ineffective °r
witchcraft theories and vaguely-justified
scoring in the bottom 39th percentile in the almost every other
SISKral>'S behind
incompetent, enough individuals are godpractices having, at best, marginal
nation on the ITBS.
to sit up, take notice, band tog ether, a"
instructional relevance to preparing me for
— The state of Georgia, under The
the real world of teaching.
CH ANGE that bureaucracy for the better
Quality Basic Education Act, provides the
have enough faith in h u m a n nature to kn"11
I say the real world" of teaching because
ocal school system with approximately
if the id eal classroom situations discussed
fundamental ways in 'wiVh3"' °f the thatwhcrcthewelfareoftaxpayers child1®1
million for complying with its
in my Education courses actually existed,
is concerned, if .
a change is needed in „1
methods of educating our'Sifc™";
regulations.
These regulations cover
most
g
educat'onal system (and a change m
then the courses' content would have some
overdue, and the first taroei f
'u
everything from the physical size a
S
definit
merit. As it i s, teachers in the real world
should be the process of 2u
ely is needed) much soonerthanl#
classroom must be to what is to be taught in
have to deal with long hours; low pay and
future teachers. As it stan^u8 °Ur lherc will come a day when enough^
it. As you might expect, this kind of
arp
equally low status; apathetic and/or
Education" denflrtm^.
, ' olleglate are
— BE IT."
,t" •>
going to say, "SO
documentation requires an enormous
W
hand out
certification and in d
d' ln do,nS so, determine

Z °

Parking on campus a debacle
Jacksonville, the boonies, and Pooler
a few names given to the parking
areas that students find to park. The park
ing situation is the largest problem on
campus.
Len Rozier, Director, Plant Operations
and his staff counted and measured the
parking facilities so a complete count could
be given to the students and faculty. The
total number of spaces for legally parking a
car on ASC's campus is 2186. At this point
one could say "there are almost enough,"
but first realize the student body count is
approximately 3687 and the faculty/staff
count is approximately 300, thus totaling
3987 needed parking spaces. If one looks
just at the totals alone the campus is only
lacking 1801 parking spaces.
The figures are however very mislead
ing when they are broken down to sections.
The faculty and staff claim 257 parking
spaces which shows that area only 3 spaces
short except 64 of these 257 spaces are
reserved for faculty - reserved by name or
title. The total of 193 spaces are left for 236
faculty and staff to fight over, thus proving
this is not just a student problem, but a
campus wide problem. The faculty is in a
better position than the student.
There are 1664 parking spaces for stu
dents wh ich leaves 2023 students racing,
circling, and begging for a place to park.
There are t hose brave souls who ride mo
torcycles to school everyday and there are
five spaces reserved for them.
Friday, 6 October, there were approxi
mately 8 motorcycles parked in the one
allotted space between Victor Hall and
Jenkins Hall which might cause someone
to rush out and buy a cycle since 8 fit into
one spot. Beware! Before trading in your
car talk to the students who have early class
are just

and leave campus before noon only to find
they are blocked in totally, destined to re
main on campus until the latest bikerider is
done with his classes. A familiar sight
these days is grown men kicking the tires of
their bikes and shouting at inanimate ob
jects such as motorcycles, helmets, and the
curb.
The people on campus in the special
needs area have found parking just as great
a problem as there are only nine handi
cappedparking spaces available. There are
plans to add 2 more spaces outside of the
Administration Building so don' t break your
leg this quarter unless you have a good
friend to carry you from the soccer field.
Officer Jim Gordy of the Campus Police
said, "We have a very dangerous situation
here, and we will be clamping down on
parking violations. S ince the quarter began
we've written 525 tickets, but for no current
parking decal. The next tickets will be
parking tickets."
Perhaps many students think without a
decal they can use the 44 reserved visitor
parking spaces, however since the spaces
are watched by security this is not the case.
But for all practical purposes are there 44
visitors to ASC's campus every day?

Victor Hall there is one man on campus
who is not sad or mad about the situation.
Dr. Robert Burnett, President of ASC, said,
"Good, this is a great problem to have. It is
the first time in ASC's history that we've
had this problem."
The problem obviously is from the in
creased enrollment and anyone in business
would find this a good problem, but Burnett
is very concerned about the problem be
cause as he said, "There is a safety factor
and students' safety is our first concern."
Campus police are constantly monitoring
the situation, but Gordy says, "The fire
marshall visited the big student lot and
found it impassable for a fire truck if a car
would catch on fire."
Burnett stated that, "there is no quick
solution to the problem,Irealize it is not
ideal, but we hope to alleviate it soon."
Burnett assures us that there is "ample
space" and more parking has and will be
added.
One added lot is the ballfield which is
open to students from 8:30 am-l:30pm.
Rozier stated that "200 cars can park there
comfortably, but with a guard directing the
parking we could park 350 cars." This lot
has a few other problems though; (1) it is in
Jacksonville if your class is in Victor Hall,
(2) if your classes are not over by 1:30pm
do they keep your car—no one knows, and
(3) if it rains is there adequate drainage so
no one'scar is found floating. This lot isan
emergency measure until better arrange
ments can be made since no one could
foresee such a drastic enrollment increase.
The gravel lot by Gamble and Victor
Halls is on the drawing board for a change.
It will now accomodate 145 cars, but as
anyone knows who parks there—a lot of
space is lost because of that one-half car
space between every car.
Rozier's stated, "We plan to cut the tree
row back 5 to 10 feet so that another line of
more parking is available." Burnett said,
"There is a budget problem with paving the
gravel lot, but a study is being done about
the possibilities of striping the lot."
The experts we contacted said the lot
striped should hold 200 cars if the sites are
8 feet wide, and the road ways must be 16
feet wide to allow pulling inand out of each
parking space. They also stated the lot can
be striped with the use of a ball field striper.
The big lot needs to be re-striped also.
The problem has no quick fix, but it does
raise some questions as the the foresight of
ASC and its leaders. College teaches us to
be prepared, but yet ASC finds itself ap
proximately 2000 paring spaces short. One
study that should bedone is a survey of the
juniors and seniors of high schools to see if
we'll need 5000 parking spots next year.
An informed person need only look at
the fast paced technology of today to real
ize more and more jobs require post secon
dary education, which should send a warn
ing flag that next year will be no different,
only worse, and you're blessed if you are a
senior.

*•*
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ASC Quoteline...
Does Armstrong have a parking problem?
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Academic computing is the answer

[The Louise McBee Scholarship
$500.00 to be awarded by the Associa
tion of Women Deans, Administrators,

Alumni Association Scholu,
Applications may be obtained
Office of Alumni Affairs, A d,
tion Building, Room 9. Reciplv
selected on the basis of academic ^
ing, financial need, and participation
campus and community activities
organizations. Applicants must be J
time students. Completed applications
should be returned to the Alumni Affairs
Office. For more information call 9??
5264.
DEADLINE: October 20.

fr2?

of Languages, Literature, and the Dramatic
and Counselors
Arts use Academic Computing in a differ
!
Eli
gibility:
ent way: They have adopted the a policy of
1.
Applicant must be a woman;
"Hi. I have to type a 4 page, double- sending their English 101 students to Aca
12. Applicant must be either;
spaced paper by tomorrow. What ca n I demic Computing for instruction in the use
a. a graduate student pursuing a de
do?"
of word processing applications.
As a
gree in higher education;
Does this little scenario sound famil- result,
i^uu, nuuutiuu
uum all
an disciplines will
instructors from
b. currently or previously employed
iar? It is played out daily on theArmstrong receive andmay even require more typed or
ini a Geo rgia institution of higher
campus as students scramble to find the processed papers.
education;
answer. Some students migrate to the li 
Tutorials are also available to Health
13 . Applicant must indicate need for the
brary where they find four or five typewrit Sciences, Math and Computer Science, and
***
ers hidden under the stairwell, while others Developmental Studies (math)students. Dr.
scholarship;
throw up their hands in despair. Well, Richard Munson, from the Math and
4. Applicant must in good standing aca National Science Foundation
fellow students, there is an answer to your Computer Science Department, provided
demically if of student status;
The National Science Foundation isacquestion: The Department o f Academic the Microcomputer Lab with their most
I 5. Applicant must submit three letters of cepting applications for th ree year felComputing.
reference in support of scholarship ap lowships for graduate level w ork. Felrecent tutorial: a Math 1 01 tutorial that he
What is the Department of A cademic personally wrote. During the summer, Dr.
plication, at least one of which must be lowships are available for Un ited States
Computing? In short, Academic Comput Munson's tutorial was met with favorable
from present employer or faculty mem citizens or nationals who rae membersof
ing is a multi-faceted department located reviews from the students who used it and
ber.
the following ethnic groups: American
next to the Bookstore in the Memorial this quarter the popularity has increased
DEADLINE:: November 15
Indian, Black, Hispanic, Native AmeriStudent Center. According department dramatically. Math 101 student Sherri
cian
(Eskimo or Aleut),or Native Pacific
director Bob Fawcett, one function of Merefield said that the tutorial "helps a lot.
Various amounts will be awarded from Islander. Applications are also open for
Academic Computing is "to provide com It shows us the steps to solving the home
the National Council of State Garden all United States citizens or n ationals.
puting services to the students on the cam work problems and not just the answers
Clubs to students maintaining a B aver Both types of fellowships are for gradu
pus. Some of these services include access themselves."
age majoring in one of the following ate level work in the mathematical,physi
to and assistance in word processing, graph
1fi elds:
If all of this leaves you feeling intimi
cal, biological, engineering, and social
ics generation, desk toppublishing, spread dated, fear not. Academic Computing has
Horticulture, Floriculture, Landscape De
sciences, including the history and phi
sheet and database manipulation, as well as a veteran st aff of 6 student workers who
sign, Conservation,Forestry, Botany,
losophy of science, as well as, PhD reprogramming language support."
wi 11 assist you whether or not you have ever
Agronomy, Plant Pathology, Environ
search-based work in science education.
To accomplish this task, Academic used a computer. During the posted hours
mental Control, City Planning, Land Man
For more information contact Dean
Computing is physically divided into two of operation, a lab assistant is always on
agement, and other allied subjects
Adams, or write to:
sections: a Microcomputer lab and a Mini duty to answer your questions, get you
computer Lab. The Microcomputer Lab is "unstuck" when you encounter a problem,
The Fellowship Office
DEADLINE:: November 10
the se ction that students more frequently or help you learn a new software package.
National Research Council
associate with Academic Computing, for it The knowledge and assistance is there; all
2101 Constitution Avenue
For further information about the above
is here that any student has access to Apple you have to do is ask.
Washington, D.C. 20418
and other scholarships contact the FinanMacintosh, IBM PC compatible, Apple II,
If you choose Computer Science or
DEADLINE:
November 9.
| cial Aid Office.
and Commodore computers. A wide range Math as your major, you will become very
** *
of applications, or software, is on hand to familiarwith the Minicomputer Lab side of
enable students to type, print, and save Academic Computing. The Minicomputer
papers or create a spreadsheet or database. Lab provides computer programming stu
MacWrite, SupcrPaint, Microsoft Excel, dents access to Armstrong's DEC VAX 11/
This university system could politicize the entire
GSU-ASC cont. fron page 1
and Pa geMaker are some of the applica 750 mini computerand 4S un 3/60 worksta
system.
-How can resource drain from undeVgraSate protions foundon allof the Macintoshcomput tions. Such programming languages as grams
be prevented?
Students could be drawn away from ASC because
ers, while the popular applications Word Pascal, Fortran, C OBOL, and Assembler
of the higher visibility of Georgia Southern Univer
and athietics be
Perfect, Quattro, and dBase III c an be are supported by Academic Computing.
sity.
lhe8radUatefeeSbeandh
ASC could lose its identity and be absorbed.
found on the IBM co mpatibles. Software The latest addition to the minicomputer lab
ybe
The plan has a l ack of clarity.
for the Apple II and Commodore comp ut is 3 Macintosh Ilex computers which were —How wilt library needs be addressed?
From the questions raised in the meet
ers is also available, but it must be checked purchased by the the Math and C omputer
aCatd^i?^ be
out from the lab assistant.
wm
^L
m
ing,
the plan's lack of clarity is obvious.
Science Department through a matching
d
Sdeali,,g
In addition to the standard applica funds grant. These computers arepresently ^faculry salary eqm radtrr
Dr. Warlick, Head of the History De
tions, many of the academic departments being used by Math 309 and Math 346 authoruyW^aeSrS;a8cnuf|:;U'ty 3nd Wh° WUI haVe
partment which currently offers a M.A. in
y over taculty assignments?
keep computer aided instructional materi students.
history, sees the plan as improving the
als in Academic Computing orthey reserve
graduate offerings. In the case of the M.A.
So, you still have thatpaperdue tomor
the lab for s pecial orientation classes. At row? Don't despair! Academic Comput
in history, ASC has more people enrolled
the present time, the Psychology, Biology,
that Georgia Southern, with about 30 stu
ing is a student oriented facility of this
Education, Government, and Math/Com campus and they can help. It's up to you
dents to GSC's 6-10. ASC's graduate
puter Science departments usesoftware for whether or not you take advantage of this
program in history has sped alized pr0'
various course assignments.
campus resource. •>
grams in Historical Preservation a nd ia
Some instructors from the Department
Historical Archaeology. Although Geargia Southern does nothave these programs
it does possess a Latin American program,
which ASC does not have. Warlick b e
In the 4 October issue of The Inkwell, a
Here are a list of dates and their topics:
G r e a t e r ' a c c e s s ^C a m p U S '
lieves if the Chancellor stays involved,®
career lecture series that might help you put
community service
Programs and improved
.
he
said he would, and the Board ofRc?®'5
the degree you get fromASC to work was
Oct. 18 (Wed.) Computer Science
is
willing
to spend the money than the pro
for graduate^rog'rams g
*"* 3 greater budget
introduced. Also, if you are undecided
Oct. 23 (Mon.) History
gram has great potential. The holdings0
about your major, you may find th ese lec
*Oct.
25
(Wed.)
Education
the Lane Library will have to be expand
tures very helpful in deciding what you
e "lability of graduate
Programs.
*Nov. 9 (Thurs.) English
to accommodate the research needs of tb£
could be doing in the future.
V
The Brown Bag Colloquiums will be *N° - 31 (Tues.) Medical Technology listed the folIowD^3"^08 S'de Lhc staff graduate program.
Warlick sees the new university as al
held throughout the fall and winter quarters
lowing
an increase in histori cal contracts
at 12:20pm (5th period) inthe Faculty Din * These are tentative dates awaiting final ^ularly UMhc de^pmemst^ ^ Str£tChed Par"
8
f
unjver
confirmation.
with the Savannah and surrounding a001
—Cooperation with other insid " °
sity.
ning Room located in the Memorial Col
f^
institutions
couw£
cu
'
TT
^
°
lege Center.
which will give students practical exp££1
led'
—A possibility thai th^A
ence and allow them applied researchmiSSi n ro,£
sco e
State C Uege
by Greg Ford

^«

°-^^

^bbkssbs

Brown Bag Colloquium dates

rratrbrnts—-

° '

'

P couLd«eSe

°

Continued on page 11
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Male nursing is on the rise
nursing education and the nurses will then
work for the hospital. Nursing has become
a progressive marketable profession and
Look around campus and take notice, for men will gravitate toward the field in larger
there is an increase of men in the ASC numbers each year, for the only factor
Nursing Program. Nursing is becoming a keeping men away is the ancient traditional
unified field in which the gender she is image of a nurse.
diminishing in every aspect.
In our society the male is characterized
The word 'nurse' previously attained to by strength, dominance, aggressiveness,
feminine women but now pertains to the self-control...etc. contrasting with the de
medical ability of men and women. Men piction of a woman as warm, sympathetic,
are beginning a trend that is sure to esculate nurturing, sensitive...etc.. These sex role
in the forthcoming
stereotypes have been
years. The demand Despite the nursing image
challenged for the past
for nurses is being
20 years.
Conse
portrayed in the media,
met by a supply of
quently women have
women and men. literature...etc. the skills
entered previously
The turn of the cen needed require both mascu
male dominated occu
tury will evolve a line and feminine character
pations and now men
turn in the traditional istics.
are entering traditionform of nursing due
ally female occupa
to the recruitment advantages and attitude tions. Sex roles insociety are slowly chang
changes.
ing and according to Marilyn Buck, head of
The recruiting of nurses has been defi the Bachlorcttes degree nursing department
nitely publicized and the result has led to "Men are freer to choose this area of the
more nurses in which many are men. The medical field." Despite the nursing image
military, the increase in salary, and the portrayed in the media, literature...etc. the
hospital supplement plan are three factors skills needed require both masculine and
feminine characteristics.
in the establishment of more nurses.
The military which first introduced men
Nursing is very demanding and at many
into the medical field encourages coremen times stressful. Nursing is not all love and
to further their skills, by providing them an care for in fact in can get strenuous when
education in return for their services. The dealing with life and death matters where
military in demand for nurses offer a $6000 nurses nurses are to be strong and in control
bonus to anyone entering the military with with their only priority to help people or in
a nursing degree and bonuses are given to some situations save a life. This accommo
individuals who reenlist after earning their dates the combination of female and mas
nursing degree. In 1960 the American culine characteristics needed to become a
Nurses Association pressured the military nurse. Men and women alike have learned
to award their mandatory commission to that the nursing profession acquires intelli
male nurses in the service, which leads to a gent people of ability, not gender.
ASC is keeping up with the times for
position as an officer including increased
benefits and money.
there has been a great increase in t he two
Money is also a key concept in the and four year degree nursing programs. In
recruitment of nurses. A field which pro June 1989 one male nurse graduated from
vides adequate salaries is of extreme im the Bachlorette department whereas now 8
portance in the American society to live males are in the senior class and 5 males in
and prosper healthy, and is also a field that the junior class resulting in 18% of the
educated people tend to pursue. Nursing upperclass students are males. In the Asso
which has suffered through shortages is ciates degree program 8 males graduated in
reviving by increasing salaries by at least June 1989 and 15 are eligible to graduate in
five dollars per hour. In fact nurses are June 1990 which is means that 16% of the
starting at $11-12 per hour, and the figures program are men.
The statistics of male nurses in the ASC
increase much higher in different areas
such as the anathesiologlist nurse who earns program and the national figures have never
up to $22 per hour. This jump in pay allows been higher. The national figurative esti
women and men both to support the needs mate is thatin the next 10 years there will be
and wants of their families or themselves. a 50/50 split men/women, so next time you
The nursing shortage has effected hospitals may be in the need of a nurses' attention
considerably and in turn they have formed don't be surprised if he says "bend over
a contract with students under the circum- please." •
stance that the hospital will pay for the
by A my Cooler

Time management important
by Tricia Podmore
Have you ever wondered why some
people seem to accomplish more than oth
ers? Are you always trying to find time to
study or play and never accomplish either
of them? There is a solution to your
problem; it's called time management.
Now don 't go screaming away, because
this article is not meant to structure your life
and omit fun. There is a simple solution for
finding time for everything, and that solu
tion is managing your time wisely.
Using your time to the fullest requires
self discipline and practice. Time manage
ment is something one must learn, and it
can't be done overnight. It requires prac
tice as well as patience. Most people can
not go "cold turkey" because they need to
start simple and build from the base to reach
the top. There are simple steps to begin
managing your time, and it is very inexpen
sive.
The first step is to realize that you do
need to manage your time. Recognize your
problem and honestly write down where
you have your worst problem, such as find
ing time t o study. Find a quiet spot and
write down everything you did today, and
then write down everything you wanted to
do, but di dn't get time to accomplish. If
your "did" list is longer than your "to do"
list—congratulations, you're in the minor
ity! Take a sheet of paper and make a chart
of one complete day using 15 minute inter
vals, and char t what you did today. This
chart will show you where time is lost, and
it could be a real eye opener for you even
if you think you're organized. Be careful,
as honesty is frightening. Don't be afraid,
to put the leisure time on the chart, but be
aware if it is larger than the work time.
Everyone must have some leisure so don't
feel guilty.

buy? I know you're saying "I'm an adult
and they're for kids." Well, yes and no is
my answer to you because they are for any
age person that is busy and wants to keep
it all well organized. If you organize your
time those late nights of writing that essay
you forgot was due may become less often
and you'll get more beauty sleep. Have you
noticed that after mid-term you're afraid to
look in the mirror? I hear a story that one
guy didn't know he had a beard until after
finals, and that dark circles under his eyes
were college attire you earn. Get organized
and enjoy college without dark circles and
caffeine highs. Buy the pocket organizer—
you can hide it in your backpack. If your
friend sees it just tell him that your little
sister/brother stuck it in there, or even your
mother, because everyone knows how
mothers are, now don't we?
Here are some helpful hints to help you
plan a better time schedule: study the least
favorite subject first because dreading it
seems to erase it from memory, and it never

gets done. Allow enough time for each
subject—approximately two hours should
be allotted for each subject you are taking,
not monthly, that's two hours for every
hour spent in class. Be aware of your peak
time of the day and use it for study time if
possible; use "down time" effectively such
as waiting in the doctor's office, which can
dispose of two hours we're not even aware
of because of in-itation at the wait; avoid
marathon cram sessions by doing "spaced
review"; give yourself 10 minute breaks
between study times before continuing to
the next subject; learn to say no if you need
to study and everyone wants to go for pizza;
and communicate with family and/or room
mates your schedule so they can help and
understand the goals you've set.
One last word of caution, don't feel
guilty or hit yourself if you fall down; just
remember it takes the piano tuner years to
Now that you know where the waste and learn to tune apiano, and you're learning to
weakness is, you can make a workable tune your self discipline. These are habits
schedule for yourself. Be flexible because that you are developing to keep for life, and
rigid can be overwhelming, causing you to please keep a little spontaneity in your life.
give it up. Buy yourself an inexpensive Mr John Jensen and ASC 101 are always
calendar book or pocket organizer. Re available for the student who needs help
member in gr ade school those weekly as managing time as well as the text Master
signment books the teacher told you to Student. *

HCOP tutors needed...

The Health Careers Opportu
nity Program needs tutors in the
areas of chemistry, zoology, Eng
lish, and math.
HCOP also has an immediate
oppening for apart-time Reasearch
Assistant. Candidates should be

experienced with computer opera
tions, statistical research, method
ology, and analysis.
Minority applications preferred
but not required. Contact Barbara
Myers at 927-5234 for more infor
mation.
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ADVICE: Ebony & Ivory
Studying and partying can coexist
Dear Ebony and Ivory,
are students and teachers who are more
Ht i§J§
I am having a hell of a lime juggling my than willing to help you. So, if at first you
personal life with classes. After this long don't succeed, try, try again. After all summer break, I have gotten rather lazy and Jason came back!
***
I ca n't seem to get back into the swing of
things. I'd rathergo out and have a beer and Dear Ebony and Ivory,
haunt the singles bars looking for cheap
thrills. I think my personal happiness is
I ca me to Armstrong because I was
more important than my GPA, unfortu told it was a small and personal college
nately, my over-forty spinster professor where you could meet people of all differ
thinks otherwise and insists on piling inor ent backgrounds and now I thin k I came to
dinate amounts of work on my youthful the wrong college.
Everyone seems
shoulders. Ebony and Ivory, if she keeps wrapped up in his own world and too busy
this up I'll have an early case of osteoporo to stop and say "hi". Even my professor
sis and no man will look at me! Although doesn't know my name al ter three weeks of m
I want a man, Ido want my degree. How do class and we only have 25 people in the Alpha Gamma Delta during Rush '89 at Marsh Cove for Bid D ay
I decide which takes priority or can I have class. I didn't go to the University of
the best of both worlds?
Georgia because I didn't want this sort of
o a Q
thing to happen. Should I go to UGA, they
Interested in Alpha Gamma Delta? Call
Signed,
at least have a football team and some
or stop by the Student Activities office ana
This past summer, the sisters of Alpha
Fearful of being alone or unemployed
school spirit or should I stick it out here at
leave your name and number. W e'll be in
Gamma
Delta Fraternity busily prepared
ASC, unknown and unbefriended.
touch!
•
Dear Fearful,
for our role in Formal Rush '89. For our
Which came first, the man or the de
efforts we were awarded, on a personal
Signed,
gree? In this day and age a man wants a
Disillusioned level, by our most successful Rush of the On Wednesday, November 15th, Dr,
woman with experience - college experi with ASC
past three years. We proudly welcome our Grctchen Reese, Principal of WindsorForest
ence, that is. Play Little Miss Studious
new pledges Kelly Eversol, Jennifer Cole Elementary School, will address S GAE
during the week and when the weekend Dear Dis,
man, Angela Rushing, and S uzanne Wy nn. members on what administrators are look
comes, kick off those shoes, toss down
Have you tried saying hello first or get Our new sisters received their bids on ing for when they hire teachers. This infor
those books and get ready to have some ting involved? Did you go to CHAOS? Sunday, October 1, and were officially mation should be invaluable to education
fun; however, don't leave those books down Look up your CHAOS leader and find out pledged and awarded their pledge pins in a majors. All education majors are invitedto
too long because they may get dusty. Keep what could be exciting and interesting for ceremony which took place on Tuesday,
attend. The meeting will be held at 12:30in
school a priority.
you.
What!
You don't know about October 3. Congratulations girls! You room 102 of Victor Hall. •
* * *
CHAOS? Then go to the Student Activities made the right choice.
Dear Ebony and Ivory,
office and find out what's happening at
I just got back my first paper from my Armstrong! Don't be unknown and unbe
English 101 class and it loo ked like it had friended, there is a lot offered here at ASC.
us just the right amountof heat and cooling
been blooded by Jason in his new movie
by Rev. Chris Fuller necessary for plant life to exist The mys
Friday the 13th part 10—Jason Grades
BSU Coordinator teries of our universe and even our bodies
OPINION
English papers. I can't bear to look at the
are being discovered each and every daycomments because I think I'd get sick. We
Boo! Did I scare you? Halloween is not
Some people might say that God is merely
have five papers due this quarter for the
very far away, and who knows where the
the explanation of those things which wedo
class and I m afraid to even pick up a pen to
Shadow lurks! Poltergiests and phantoms,
not understand. Some psychologist have
write another one, much less four more.
ghosts and goblins, angels and avatars, are
proposed that religion is merely a justified
Should I quit college right now because I
there really such things as these? What role
reason for hating or excluding others. O n
have no self-confidence and I don' t know
does the spiritual dimension play in your
the surface, these answers seem sufficient,
what to do?
hfe? Have you relegated your soul to the
but on a deeper level — or even on a more
twilight zone?
serious level — I believe that you'11 findthis
Signed,
Armstrong State College
It is easy to see at a cursory glance that
spiritual dimension to be much more.
Survivor (?) of the first English paper
humans are spiritual beings. Churches and
11935 Abercorn St.

. *t

ik4 •

©Qajilb

Alpha Gamma Delta

SGAE

The spirit world is all around us

Got a question for
Ebony & Ivory?
Write to them at:
Ebony & Ivory
c/o Inkwell

Sav, Ga 31419-1997

Dear Survivor (!),
Don't give up, this was just your first
paper! Located in Gamble Hall, room 109,
is ASC's English Writing Center. There

or give them to the student
activities secretary

You worked on tha^goiden tan all summer..."

/ Now Keep It! g
I .Wide Pool & Spas

1

u3" 56found
^raughout Savan
nah tombstones often reflect a person's
^utmofCarSelfWaSOriginal,yfounded
S1°US C°nVictl0ns' but in
Ste of aH
SCe
t£fa
,
'many P00^ sbll doubt
at
Religion has
fected one event after another throughout

rualrealmexists'

history. Wars have been fought, laws have

sion.

Many p«,ple

Back-to-S<pHool Tanning
^
12 sessions for
o

11400 Abercorn at Largo ^
927 Q3«/t
Off
VZ/-yj56

M

unfif v™

itKo

Offer expires: November 30, 1989

ak„

Abercorn Ext.

927 3957

W0"d arOUnd you-

,T »ai

we hve on? The
so. that we mieht h

»h° made

dii
»;i,
°" US axis' Just

Have you ever tried to prove to a blind
person that the sun exists? It is quite diffi
cult, especially if theystay inside,especial')
if the atmosphere is cold or cloudy, f°rt^
mind to believe that such athing as thesu"
exists at all. But if you took th at blind
person out on the beach, on a s unny da) •
and let them stand orsit there a while, pn®
soon they would begin to feel th e sun -*
warmth and its power. Imyselfhaveahan
time believing that there is som ething50
large and so far away ashet sun. Butin T'!'*
of our doubts, the sun exists!
I believe that within each person there'
1
fil it vvid
a God shaped void. We can try to fill

ourselves, activities, or things, tbut o nly
11
God fully satisfy this emptiness with! '
During your college years, don't
the spiritual dimension of who you ^.
Want to talk about it? The B aU
Student Union meets every Friday at ^
p.m. for a free lunch. See you there'
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Apple donates Macintoshes
On 5 October Apple computer announced
that it has donated over SI9,000 worth of
microcomputers and accessories to ASC.
With anticipated matching funds from the
State of Georgia, the total grant will be
funded over $30,000.
The Macintosh computers and periph
erals will be used to support a computer
based courseware development project
which will have direct applications to the
Savannah area.
Dr. Elwin Tilson will be the project di
rector and will be working with the faculty
at both Armstrong and Savannah S taleCol
lege.
According to Tilson, "This project will
give us the ability to directly improve stu
dents' transition from classroom learning
to real life business situations. The com
pleted project will not only allow us to
diagnose weaknesses in students but also
allow the students to get real life experience
without leaving the campus."
"Apple's commitment to higher educa
tion includes placing our technology in the
hands of the academic community which,
in turn, develops and expands the use of
that technology," said Burt Cummings,
by Beth Cohen, SPS

"A Savannah Tradition" by Harriet Johnson on display in the FA Gallery

Seven artist at the FA Gallery
by Ruth Mathis
The F ine Arts Department begins its
1989-90 season with its first exhibition of
"Seven Artists at Armstrong." This exhibit
includes a collection of over 50 mixed
media pieces by local artists who have
close ties to the growing art program at
ASC.
Gail Brannen is employed as a graphic
artists at Armstrong. Her work includes
pottery and clay sculpture. Two clay sculp
tures are of Armstrong employees. Harriet
Jandrlich a lso features several pieces of
clay sculpture, including a self-portrait and
a bust of her grandmother.
Susan Johnson and Rich Leech are both
Armstrong graduates who have opened art
studios in d owntown Savannah. Johnson
specializes in functional pottery as well as
carved and pierce porcelain. Leech, an
independent artist and archaeologist, pre
fers printmaking and mixed media sculp
ture.

Sandy Thompson is a graduate of the
University of Georgia and is a current stu
dent. She is an art teacher at Hesse Elemen
tary School. Her work features clay sculp
tures, including a self-portrait of herself at
age three and horses in "Towards Greener
Pastures." Ann Trotter is an ASC graduate
and an assistant in the ceramics lab. She
specializes in clay sculpture, and works
with mixed media with clay and copper.
Dot Wade taught physical education at
ASC and in local public school system,
now retired, she returned to take photogra
phy classes just for fun. Wade's photo
graphs recently put her in the top 7% out of
nearly 20,000 entrants in a national college
student photography contest sponsored by
"Photographer'sForum" magazine. Wade
is primarily interested in landscapes and
portraits.
The exhibition will be on display from
October 2-20 in the ASC Fine Arts Gallery.
The gallery is open from 9 am to 5 pm,
Monday-Friday. •>
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Director of Apple USA's Higher Education
Market "We are pleased to support the
efforts of Armstrong State College by
donating to innovative and noteworthy
projects."
Apple Computer is the pioneer of per
sonal computing in education and the lead
ing supplier of computers to this market. In
its 12 year history, Apple has introduced
numerous programs to encourage and sup
port the integration of microcomputers in
school.
With the introduction of the Macintosh
in January 1984, Apple began focusing
marketing efforts in the higher education
area. Since that time, universities and col
leges have created over 700 academic soft
ware applications for the Macintosh which
are listed in the quarterly Apple publica
tion, "Wheels for the Mind." Many of the
software programs are now available
through the Academic Courseware Ex
change, a program that distributes lowpriced, university-developed software
through Kinko'sGraphic stores, which serve
more than 500 colleges and universities
across the nation.

Computer Fair rated a success
On 5 October, Armstrong hosted the
Input/ Output Computer Fair in the Memo
rial College Center. The Fair displayed
products from IBM, Apple, Zenith, Compuadd, Tandy, Computer Things, and AlA-Rick.
Robert Magnus of the Administrative
Computer Center classified the fair as "ver
y
much a success" with around 450 people
stopping to explore the high tech products
displayed.
But probably the biggest success was
for several student who one prizes from
drawings held at the end of the fair.
The biggest winner was Darlcne Rumph,
a freshmen, Respiratory Therapy major,
who walked away with a brand new Mcin
tosh Computer. "At first I didn't want to

enter. I was just wasting time," recounted
Rumph, who in a short speech during the
awarding of the computer in the ASC book
store thanked Barbara Solmn-Myers, coor
dinator of the HCOP program at ASC.
Other winners and prizes included
Shyam Mirchandani, portable TV from
Zenith; Joyce Nettles, Panasonic Printer
from Al-A-Rick; Sekhar Anumolou, Pagemaker Software from Radio Shack;
Francena Smith, Panasonic Printer from
Computer Things; Eddie Aunchbachcr,
answering machine from IBM; Sandy
Shuman, answering machine from Compuadd; Angela Rushing and Melanie
Buchcit, Microsoft Works from Zenith,
Sandy Dcrocher and Mary Lawson, shoul
der bags from Zenith. •

Patterson presents faculty lecture on 19 Oct.
On 19 October at 12:30pm, Dr. Robert
Patterson will present the second faculty
lecture of the year. "Baseball as a Meta
phor" is described by Patterson:
"I am as interested in how we as people
have imagined things to be as I am in how
things really were. Since Baseball has been
described as the American past time and it
has been used as a metaphor to describe
American character, it seems only logical
that we should attempt to understand where
the imagination ended and where the real
ity began. My talk will be an attempt to
answer this question by briefly surveying
the literature that appeared before World
War II (through the writings of Gilbert
Patten, Albert G. Spalding, and Ring Lardner, among others) and they by discussing
in more detail the emergence of full-length
baseball novels by "serious" writers in the
years following World War II. Although it
is true that Twain, James Farrcll, Thomas

Wolfe and others in the pre-World War II
period included baseball anecdotes in their
fiction, it only has been in the last four
decades that full-length baseball novels have
been written by those who were not primarily sports writers. For post-modernist writ
ers such as Robert Coover, Ray Kinsella,
and Philip Roth, Baseball has had an en
tirely different meaning than that which
was expressed by Spalding and Patten.
Bernard Malamud and Philip Roth used
Baseball as a legendary-mythical vehicle to
explain the post-modem condition, while
Cooverand Kinsella created novels in which
they seemed to be saying that the contem
porary world, like baseball, is better under
stood through the imagination than through
realistic writing. Thus we have come full
circle only to return to a negative world in
which Base ball as a metaphor of American
life has been replaced by A merican life as
a metaphor for Baseball." •
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THE Buddy Holly tribute
because after this the album picks up con
by Andy Pena siderable steam.
As can be expected, some ver
VARIOUS ARTISTS
sions arebetter than others, as certain artists
Every Day Is A Holly Day
take poetic license with Buddy's music, but
Emergo/New Rose Records
with mostly successful results. A definite
high point is Shoes' absolutely glorious
Buddy Holly is the king of rock rendition of "Words of Love," which scores
n roll. Sorry folks if the truth slings a dead-on with its snappy drums, jangly
little, butIcan explain. You sec, while Mr. guitars, and trademark supcrlush Shoes
Presley may certainly be the main man vocal harmonies. Austin, Texas-based Ted
when it comes toelectrifying rock perform & The Tall Tops doa version of "Take Your
ance, it is Buddy Holly who reigns as the Time" which should be on every country
one responsible for defining rock 'n' roll as station in America. Ted Roddy's voice is
an art form. The artists who have done as pure country sheen that could give Randy
much asBuddy has in writing, shaping,and Travis a run for his money. The track also
perfecting the rock n' roll sound arc in features the drummer playing a beer case
deed few, if any.
£
Iff..
instead of drums (cool sound!) and one of
February 3rd of this year marked the best pedal-steel guitar solos ever re
the 30th anniversary of the tragic death of corded by mortal man. The Country Rock
this rock icon, and while over the years ers score points in the authenticity depart
there have been many tributes toBuddy and ment with a version of "Rockin' Around
his music, it is New Rose Records, a small With Ollie Vee." Lead guitarist/vocalist
french indie label, that has come up with Durand's vocals sound so much like
what I believe to be a tribute equally as Buddy s it s scary. The Slickce Boys do a
innovative as the man himself.
mega-hyper punkabilly version of Buddy's
Label head and Buddy Holly fan Pat coolest straight-ahead rocker, "Down The
rick Malhc has astable of creative, if some
Line. Like Paul Roland's Ramones-ish
what obscure, new-music artists from
version of "Peggy Sue Got Married," if it
around the world recording for him, andhe
docsn t get you slam dancin' inyourpenny
Lewis piano-banging is straight out of the
has created the perfect vehicle for gaining loafers,I don't know what will.
50 s, but his smarmy, Elvis-on-'ludes
some added exposure not only for them, but
I wishIcould say every version of
for Buddy as w ell. 16 New Rose artists these Buddy tunes sounded as good as the vocals patronizes Buddy's style and seems
to make fun of rockabilly in general. You
have each recorded one of Buddy's tunes
aforementioned ones, but unfortunately
for this commemorative collection. One
can
almost picture him smirking into the
such isnot the case here. The low point for
other act, Imitation Life, recorded anorigi
microphone
as he was recording the track.
me is without a doubt Willie Alexander's
nal trackabout Buddy titled, simply enough,
Furthermore,
he alters the last half of the
obnoxiously irreverent version of Buddy's
"Hey Buddy," which leads off the album
final
verse
to
th
e girl who is the object of the
grcatrockabilly workout "Baby Won' t You
and is a so-so raunch rocker with virtually
song:
"Go
do
wn,
downtown/With your high
Come Out Tonight." The instrumental
indecipherable lyrics. Don't worry, though,
heels
off
a
nd
your
panties down..." Ifound
backup is great, and Alexander's Jerry Lee
this senseless alteration of Buddy's lyrics

Symphony season starts Oct. 21
by C. Elizabeth Rodgers
rvir.K/.»-11

i ,,

he has certainly beena favorite of symphony
going Savannahians. Yong-Yah Hu, who
,C Phillips
mCdasadditi
n l 1116
replaces Paul
the assistant

^™ °

° °

90 season. On the program will be [he '"Z?"F"u
"Overture to the Flvinu rwHmW h
Fhc symphony s much awaited opening
Wagner Ravel's La Valse Schnhen^ night' or|g|na|Iy scheduled for September,
"llLibSiX S
'cdduc.0Hugo. B„;
anExhibition bv Miic<^rocLv
.
the missed performance has

past live yearsand,

Jickc'inrormuk>"

* IMITATION UFE
* SHOIS
* RED RIVER
* LMNOP
* CLASSIC RUINS

* HD4 THE tut TORS
* WILLIE ALEXANDER
* PAUL ROLAND
* THE COUNTRY ROCKETT
* LOLITAS
* ELLIOTT MURPHY
* TAV FALCO'S PANTHER B
* SPEEDY SPARKS
* SUCKEE BOYS
* CHRIS SPEDMNG
*OFB
* CHRIS BAILEY

•*; •"

vornhM XiSt'and CXtremcly insuIfing to the
youthful innocence thaU T hallmark7f
ailmark of
Buddy's music T rtor.niL

wrong, too. Chris Spcdding's renditions:
"It's So Easy" is so dirgelike compared to
the original it makes you wonder if Spal
ding was even awake during the recording
session. Heck, even these are listenable
every once in a while because they give a
completely new treatment to Buddy clas
sics. Their radically alteredstyle just tales
more getting used to than the others. H ie
fact is, the only trackIcannot tolerateisthe
sacreligious Alexander fiasco. But don't
let that bum
deter you. This is a highly
• ^ bum deter y0U' ™S *3
original, respectfully-assembled concei

avoiding this track when chetS^T?
g
album out.
Otherlukewarm m

album withsomcg'"catold/newmusicttan
Sreat for cruisin', dancin', or j ust plain
rockin'. If you truly love the spirit of real

Lolitas' «Not Fade Away^whfoh k »
to close to Joan Jen fnrVr
there is one thing the world drv-0'" ^ If

™I1, you just can't afford not®
Buddy Holly in your music
co"ection. Like Patrick Mathesaysinfe
I989.C,e^od,««.'
Rave On, Buddy, Foreverand Ever.

lltLle

————

have some

yncs

*= Otained by

calling the symphony office at 236-9536

It's never too late...

—

—

b

by Calisia Pulley
'

Take- Six

to join the Geechee staff
contact Jim Bradley through r^ab r ^rVhi?15
te a
the student activities office
or call 927-5320

sounds good, the groun Tal T"1' bUt StiU
may be what
you are looking for Th
nated for sevtrl r ^W3S "°mi-

u

t i t a l s o h a sa m e a n i n g b e h i n dit.
De

La Soul

The song "Me, Myself andI" -ritself as well as for the people who sing it
De La Soul (Plug 1, Plug 2, and
They have a different style of rappingiri
which they ask philosophical questions
which make you think.
In their song "Say No Go" they not only
s
encourage the refrain of the use of«

(non a!^UC SOUnd of jazz with the a caneli^

3"d alcohoI>

contcmCOMP3NICD> SPCCIAL effect in a VR
CCt" 3 vcry
contemporary manner.

Why you wouId

off ihn'r 'ristireIcase> "If WeEver" sh™ ,,

try

The fnrt ft,

that you were made 1,10 way you were^

panied sho ws t
ented.]

l° harm°nize

31

very closet

^,s ^oup

is

truly tal-

they also m ake you «»"-

think of saying "yes' •
"Take ItOff" is a song telling you not to

tobc something you are not. T heyL-

IMTTI®TABINIIMlIIHnr
Another view of Vietnam works
by Ron Speir. Jr.

In Country
In Cou ntry , a phrase that Vietnam
soldiers used when talking about their tour
in Vietna m, i s a emotional film starring
Bruce Willis and Emily Lloyd. The film
itself is very subtle, working on various
levels and not working on some, but quietly
it builds toward a stirring ending.
Lloyd plays Sam, a recent high school
graduate, learning about life during her first
summer of freedom, including sex and
babies. She lives with her uncle Emit
played by Bruce Willis, while her mother
has remarried and moved away, leaving the
small town and the memory of her husband
who died in Vietnam only a few months
after their wedding.
As Sam debates her future — college as
her mother ins ists upon — she begins to
wonderabout her deceased father who never
knew if his newly born child was a boy of
a girl . This new curiosity is set off by
discovering le tters from her father to her
mother, maile d while he was in country.
The letters do not reveal much to Sam aside
from a vague idea of the life of a o
s ldier and
that her father wanted to name his son
Samuel.
With the fresh bunch of questions about
the Vietnam war, Sam begins to ask
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strong that it makes the film work. Sniffs
and tears are heard throughout the theater
emotionally unstable Emit, who at times as Sam, Emit, and the grandmother find the
seems O.K., but then a few scenes later name of Sam's father.
Emu is suffering a flashback triggered by
Overall, In Country works at various
thunder. Sam almost acts as Emits' wife —
subversively trying to get him to quit GSU-ASC cont. from page 6
smoking and go to a doctor to get the rash of September 13,1989, thcBoard of Direc
on his faced, which she believes may be tors of the Southern Georgian region of the
from Agent Orange, checked. Emitis unable Chancellor's Special Funding Initiative
to answer many of Sam's questions—after awarded Sarah Brown, of the History
all she doesn' t even know what a"Bouncin e Department at ASC, $7,000 to begin a
Betty" is.
Center for Historic Preservation.
Lloyd captures the zeal of the small
Cooperating faculty in the project con
town girl in Sam, but she fails to portray sists of four professors from ASC, two pro
much depth into the character — and her fessors from Georgia Southern, two profes
British interpretation of the Kentucky accent sors from Savannah State, and one profes
doesn t work either. But the energy that sor from Georgian Tech. Working together
Lloyd does release into the film helps cover- these professors hope to bring scholars,
up these shortcomings.
professionals, and students together annu
Willis does a fine job as the Vietnam Vet ally to address a particular problem in the
who chain smokes, won't get a job, plays region. Although the Research Center has
video games, and has a shyness of doctors. been in the planning stages for several
Emit's character should probably be more years, the tri-school cooperation is new and
of a central focus of the film, creating a according to Warlick is indicative of the
strong rapport with Vietnam, but his positive atmosphere between the campuses.
character is placed in a supporting, often
With the new university, Warlick sees
invisible, role for the film.
more cooperation between the three col
The film moves rather quickly towards leges which will greatly benefit the com
setting the stage for the final scene. Sam munity. Warlick looks upon the new uni
finally convinces Emit and her paternal versity as "a merger of the three schools'
grandmother tomake the trip from Kentucky graduate programs."
to Washington, D.C. to the Vietnam Wall
Adams sees the new university as ex
Memorial. The dynamic power of this panding existing graduate programs. Since
scene has been the fuel for the previous courses will be offered at the campus with
scenes of the film, and its impact is so the greatest enrollment for the course,

THE GOURMET
NOSE ITS TRUFFLES.
We're proud to serve you the freshest and finest of
everything - homemade soups, crisp garden salads, and our
delicious French bread sandwiches. Or try our specialties
- gourmet pizzas, grilled seafood, and south of the border
dishes. And with lunches starting at $2.95 and dinner at
$7.95, no one nose great food at a terrific price like Truffles

0% discount for ASC students with valid student ID

lunch anc Dinner at < §ea Fines center - H ilton Bead Island
anc Ihe Frcnenace at C fflethcrpe Mall - Savannah

levels. With minor changes the movie may
be unstoppable in its emotion impact. It
may anyway, contain the best closing scene
in recent years. •
Adams believes "more and more graduate
programming will be located in Savan
nah." In addition, he thinks that perhaps
this step maybe a toddler's step towards a
multi-campus regional university.
Butler also believes that graduate pro
graming will slowly move to Savannah,
because this is where the population is and
people can get to here easier. In terms of a
multi-campus, Butler's impression is "that
it is unlikely that ChacellorPropst will sup
port a multi-university." Butler foresees
several problems surfacing in the next
couple of years because of the new univer
sity system. "Square footage will be a prob
lem", according to Butler. The library will
need more space to house increased hold
ings, new buildings will be needed for
classroom space and for faculty offices.
Money will have to be spent in order to
ensure the success of the program. Success
will also depend on the cooperation of the
three schools to overlook their individual
goals and work for what is best for the
community and students. ASC is still
struggling with misconceptions about the
new university and Butler thinks that
"Central Office [of the Board of Regents]
should have come down and explained this
system to the community and press." •

Back by popular demand...

Godfetircb Lunch time
extravaganza
A mini Pizza and soft drink
for only $1.89 or trip through
our lunch buffet with Pizza,
Pasta, Garlic Bread, Salad,
and Soft Drink for only $2.79
Available only at our
Abercorn store, just south of
Armstrong. Good from
11:30am till 1:30pm with
your Armstrong ID.
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Women's volleyball in season
by Chris Foster
The Armstrong State Women's Vol
leyball team is having a rough time this
year. As of press time, the team's record
stands at 1-7, with the only win coming
against cross-town rival Savannah State
College.
The season is about half over, and they
have a tough road ahead of them. They
have played two strong teams in Georgia
Southern College and Mercer University
with Emory University and the University
of Alabama at Huntsville in the future.
Coach William Buckley attributes some
of the setbacks to the lack of quality high
school volleyball programs in the area.
In the past years the volleyball team has
had to rely on the basketball team for its
players, but this year the majority of players
arc coming from the local high schools.
Only three basketball players are on this
year's squad. Many of the girls have never
played competitive volleyball.

This is where Coach Joe Rayman has
helped out. He brings a vast knowledge to
the team and the girls are learning fast. The
coaches have a large task ahead of them; to
take a relatively new group of athletes and
meld them into a cohesive team.
Some of the top players this year in
clude three Savannahians. Christy Johensen,
Kate Schuchardt, and Andrea Mason are
considered by Coach Buckley to be the
outstanding players, along with Celeste
Hoyt, a freshman from Austell, Georgia.
Most of the players are freshman or sopho
mores, so the team has a promising future.
Coach Buckley asserts that as the girls
learn, they will become a more effective
team and will have many more wins ahead
of them.
The team has only one game remaining
and it will be played on Friday, October 20
at 5:00pm. The opponents will be the Uni
versity of Alabama at Huntsville and Geor
gia Southern College. Let's get out and
support ourathleticprograms.Whoknows...
you might be missing something. •

«Last game is Friday, 18 October, at
j5:00pm against
U. of Alabama, Mn
M
!n Huntsvi
lle and GSC at the ASC gym. MM
M

M
M

Flag football standings
as of 9 October

Men
1 New Breed 2-0 def 89'ers(20-0), def Clippers^
2 Road Warriors 2-0 def BSU(8-O), def Dropouts(i9.0)
3 Longshots 1-0 def Dropouts 25-6
Waterboys 0-1 def ROTC(7-6)
8
4 BSU 1-1 def Trojans 12-6, lost Road Warriors(S-O)
5 Clippers 1-1 def ROTC(24-0), lost New Breed(22-7)
6 Trojans 0-1 lost BSU(12-6)
7 89'ers 0-1 lost New Breed (20-0)
9 ROTC 0-2 lost Clippers(24-0), lost Waterboys(7-6
10 Dropouts 0-2 lost Longshots(25-6),
lost Road Warriors(19-0)

Women
1Longshots 1-0 def New Breed (20-0)
2 Phi Mu 1-0 def Alpha Gamma Delta (12-0)
3 Alpha Gamma Delta 0-1 lost Phi Mu (12-0)
4 New Breed lost Longshots (20-0)

M

1
ACROSS

32 Stories
34 In favor of
1 Explosive noise 35 River in I taly
4 Quits
36 Farm storage
9 Haggard novel
structure
12 Metric measure 37 Walk wearily
13 Natives of
39 Small pieces
Ireland
42 Gaelic
14 Sticky
43 Legal charges
substance
44 Flesh
15 Chief
46 Strict
17 Kind of orange
48 Flying insect
19 Want
51 Chinese
20 Edge
pagoda
21 Conjunction
52 Gloomy
23 Tomb
54 Dine
inscriptions
55 Everyone
27 Tears
56 Scorches
29 Newspaper
57 Nahoor sheep
paragraph
DOWN
30 Indian mulberry
31 Skill
1 Moccasin
1

2

The
Weekly
Cnnsswnrd
Puzzle
2 Native metal
3 Flag
4 F ather
5 Barter
6 Lubricate

3

12
i5

18
[19

25
129

42

COLLEGE P RESS SERVICE

26

7 Postscript:
abbr.
8 Briefest
9 Brand
10 Ugly, old
woman
11 Before
16 Care for
18 Old name for
Thailand
20 Seize with teeth
21 Snares
22 Wading bird
24 Helmsman
25 Damages
26 Incline
28 Remuneration
33 Sudsy brews
34 Social
gatherings
36 Urge on
38 Paper measure
40 Standard of
perfection
41 Besmirch
45 Sins
46 Music: as
written
47 Hindu cymbals
48 Oolong
49 Sunburn
50 Greek letter
53 Concerning

!FO!R SJ?LCE - r/teap
One (1)graduate program. Contact JZSC Registrar's
Office for more info.

BEAT YOUR HUNGER
WITH A CLUB.

It's loaded wiTTTm TuriT"''qUit'
out wimpy burners' ^''
against big appetites

M

bea'" with a Subway

r°aS' beef and ,ree ,ixin'S' 1
X S

°'Ub

sub with purchase nf u _ff
Medium drink.

ls the serious Wef

y0u.can 0et $1 off

^ ,0°
Not good with any c

Good at Subwav on AhlP'reS 31 °ctober- 1989corn Ext. behind the new McDor
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CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS
' All of the below classifieds, denoted with
the('),wereplaced thru theASC placement
office, which can furthur assist you in your
search for employment now and upon
graduation. Located in the Admin. Bldg.

•CLERICAL
Savannah Board of Realtors - MLS clerk 354-1513
Alice Reynolds - typing manuscripts 727-2748

Southern Lawn Work - 352-7099
Pizza Inn - server/delivery - 897-6202
W.W. Granger - warehouse/stock - 236-5668
Quality Inn Gateway - hostess/waitress apply in person
Ice Cream Products, Inc. - delivery - 803-799
5105
WCHY - announcer/operator - 964-7794
Savannah Common - food server - 927-0500

PAID ADS

•SALES
Pasta-sales - 355-3716
Lauren's Book and Card - sales - 352-2195

•MANAGEMENT
Professional System - UNIX programmers 935-2308

•MISC.
ABC Day Care - child development teacher
-355-2925
Gardeners Ace Hardware - sales, stock,
cashier - 925-8768
Wal Mart - sales, stock, cashiers apply in person
UMC Isle of Hope - custodial - 3558527
Dr. Rose - doctor's assistant - 354-1134
John Simpson - childcare - 927-5332
RGIS - inventory help - 355-2006
Watkins Motor Lines - dock worker 234-8894
Donna Andrews - reader - 232-1743

MEDICAL STUDENTS
Need Cash? Can't afford medical school?
Achieving yourgoal of becoming aphysician
can be a difficult and costly task. The U.S.
Navy Medical Corps has a way for you to
realize your ambition and relieve you of the
financial burden of your medical education.
Call 1-800-922-2135 in SC or 1-800-8455640 in G A, M-F, 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM.

WANTED
Nanny/ Childcare positions available. Full
time live in situations with families in the
BOSTON area. Includes room and board,
automobile, insurance. Salary ranges from
$150 to $300 per week. Great way to
experience Boston families, culture, history,
and beaches. Call or write THE HELPING
HAND, INC. 25 WEST STREET BEVERLY
FARMS, MA. 01915. 1-800-356-3422.

ATURN4P
HE LASER LIGHT *
NjiOCK CONCERT

WANTED-SPRING BREAK SALES REP
RESENTATTVES. Average $3,500 commis
sions. Part-time, Flexible hours, plus free vaca
tion (Cancun, Bahamas, Bermuda, Rio, etc.
Vacation Planners 1-800-47-PARTY (10AM
7PM).
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING
PLUS A R AISE UP TO $1,700.00 IN
ONLY TEN DAYS!!
S tudent groups, fraternities and sororities necdec
for marketing project on campus. For details
plus a FREE GIFT, group officers call 1-800
950-8472, ext. 30.

Cruise Ship Jobs

HIRING Men - W omen. Summer/

Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL.
Excellenl pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable

1-206-736-0775, Ext. 826J

Jobs
in Alaska
HIRING'

Men - W omen • Summer/
Year Round. CANNERIES, FISHING,
LOGGING, TOURISM, CON STRUCTION
up to $600 weekly, plus FREE room
and board. CALL NOW! Call refundable

1-206-736-0775, Ext. 826H

Who's Who
Students interested in
applying for Who's Who
Among Students in
Americian Colleges and
Universities can obtain
applications in the
Student Activities office.
Deadline for applying is
27 October at 5:00pm.
Who's eligible?
Students graduating by
December 1990 can
apply.
Interviews will be held
on 1 November in the
Faculty Dinning Room at
12:30pm and 3:30pm.

Rock Me Productions
and I-95
present...

SATURN
THE MUSIC I

• '
, . V, \ A „ \
THE CURE* . ' 0 ' *;.. *\ V &
GRATEFUL DEAD
'
' if
GUNS & ROSES*
'

THE
LASER LIGHT ROCK
CONCERT
Saturday, October 21
shows at 8:00 & 10:00 PM
in the ASC Fine Arts Center
Students: $3.95* Gen. Adm: $4.95
•Advance price only, tickets in Student Activities Office

DON'T MISS IT
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Getting to class is a challange
by T. H. Hunter

hour.
Now the student has made it inside the
building. But this unfortunate student has
a class upstairs. If the walkways are
crowded, the stairways are impassable.
People socialize, sit, stop to read the bulle
tin board, they do everything but walk.
Also there is no order to the descent or
ascent of students. A student must make
his way the best he can.
The student has managed to sit through
his class but realizes he must fight the
crowd to get to his class clear on the other
side of campus. The professor thinks that
his class is the only thing on the student's
mind and always holds the class over. What
can the student do?

With the increased enrollment this year,
going to class has become an adventure.
This adventure starts when one first drives
on campus. The student is suddenly trans
formed into the hunter chasing the most
elusive prey ever—the parking space.
After the deadly parking space has been
captured and subdued, the student must
begin the long, dangerous trek to class. The
first obstacle one must face is the dreaded
main parking lot. The student must time
every move exactly to avoid being splat
tered by the chaotic rush of cars trying to
locate a parking space in vain. The scene
tends to bea little reminiscent of the archaic
I found myself in a similar incident just
video game Frogger.
the other day. I was sitting inclass and we
Once the student, like our friend the were running late. Iknew Iwould not have
frog, has made it across the road, he is still time to run all the way across campus to a
not out of danger. He faces one of the most class that is overfull, like so many classes
dangerous animals known to man—the these days.
college freshman. The freshman animal is
I noticed that the window was open.
very easily spotted and can start a stampe
de Suddenly a light flashed in my brain.
at the drop of a hat.
When may professor dismissed class, in
But the dreaded freshman is not the only stead of leaving by the door and facing the
obstacle in the ASC jungle. Everywhere migrating herd of students, I threw my
one looks there are students. Students books out of the window, picked up my
standing on sidewalks, students sitting on books, and was on my merry way.
the grass, students walking in the halls.
Several people looked at me like Iwas
Students, students everywhere!
crazy, but Isaved four minutes of travel
Supposing the student has managed to time and made it to my next class in time to
make
it o
t the building
, iivauM
he su'll gudsui. LucKiiy my class was on the first
,
° his class
~ is in
get a seat. Luckily
has the task of navigating the walkway into floor. Ido not recommend trying this. Iam
die building Students tend to congregate a trained professional. Also if everyone
on these walkways making traffic in and started doing this it would no longer be a
out of the building slow to a crawl. This is shortcut. •
almost like driving Abercom during rush

The official Inkwell
Top Ten List
From the home office in Pooler
Top ten excuses for missing class:
10. The old flat tire excuse
9.

Food poisoning from the cafeteria, had stomache pumped
Bridge to Winsor Forest was up

7.

Terrorist held me hostage

6.

UFO aliens abducted me

5.

Had to go accept the Nobel Award

4.

Got lost on the way from the parking lot

Parking and parking tickets ate giving students headache?'''

Parking solution discovered
by Becky Jackson
After risking my ,ife in a game of
«r.
Race you tothe Parking Space" and being
called a f
k
^
•
•
*.
^ for
winning,
T
Irealize it s tune to take action. Something

existing sidewalks. Afterall.campussecu
rity and plant operations already u tilize
these sidewalks, why not increase their
usefulness by making them a vailable to
other drivers?

has to be done about the parking situation
on campus and Ibelieve I have a better
solution than a five mile hike from the
soccer field. Its called "Pmf
-r
»
P'"
Costs are minimal- litrw™
/ °n

Everyone using rooftops parking will bs
thrilled with the convenience. Each roof
top parker will park on his/her own build
ing adding the plus of proximity. Accessto
the inside of buildings will beprovided by
tthe
h e simple
s i m p l e addition
addition o
tr a p doors oneac
one1
off trap

and convenience is a b
ig WOR
it works.

^ftopandextcnsion ladders from theirs,
doors to second floor landings.

T

On and off ramnc a™

Here^h^'

,

,

"Profs on Top" will

free

approximate!;

flat-roofed building like rho
,/?
parking spaces current!;
terstate highways onlv the' Sf USC • °rreserved for faculty and staff. These space1*1° provide ,21/towi"
* toi8mled
for
and slaff vehicles. That's rivhtS|h'rpv CU'ly tfrorolvy easing the pressure for s tittientj
C

ups on campus are going hitrtJ
AH that will be reauinJ?"

6

Cach

300 street level

?• „gher~

who ^ Prone to bursts of profanity when
frustrated.

the ramps. No land will need inT"^ f°r
and no areas will need tn tv>
° C eared
rezoned f°r
traffic. These ramns will
p
W1" '"""QOf with

If you 316 fed~up with the current^
mg situation please call or write your student senator and demand thathe vote P
for "Profs on Top." •>

McDonald s Special
for ASC students

Pet fish was sick; had to stay with him
My dog ate it

1.

a free regular drinirVa''d
Thought today was Sunday; went to church instead

sand

•

student

vw,tt1 lhe

a larae cmn?

!nd
w

can

9el

purchase of a regular

re9ular

,tle

'-D- y°u

or

purchase of a large

Valid only -.."-W"ch and large fries.
McDonald s next to the ne*
-aiwahMaj, <* Aherconi Ext

ARM-IN-ARM

©®M0©:
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by Michael West
IT'S COMFORTABLE,
(V5 SAFE, IT'S
I TXMT
CLA66V...
KNOW, MAN...
TLVEFLES T HE
UW6 OF N ATURE.
IT VOESFJ'T...

TMT6 4 LCTF,

C'MDN. LET'S
60 MAKE
MT TO TEL L
CUR MILLION.
HIM INCPE %(. \
THFLNB
RLFCX
EASM. ^ / \MS&)

It>/0U'T£l6l/

VMOTJOUK CHEAVO 'R&M HILDA'
SPECjAL £FFBJS W 3 * PR/WE !/-*&-

ARM-IN-ARM

by Miciiaci ties*.
5#iCMIMOIFDR^

VCN f W&Y,
NIXON. EXE&TH\N6'6 60NNA
BE FWEL...
...NIXON? ^

HE RAM)'
TAXlEB TQILN
THE RUNHI/V,

T6MEU-5FTO$.
6£ •

VET...

flu H0 WE'TI.

Y" l ~~

UOM
WFOFUB^LT
5O,CA>M\

ggZP/U

FF

LWON

,|n
4

W

M\.FA ML MA:.?

B e, 1989 Mat Weitzman WeiTzma^ CPS

by Mark Weitzman

by Mark Weitzman

by Mark Weitzman

Vto

© 1989 Mark Weitzman COLLEGE PRESS S ERVICE

Hey! Paul just got another'care' package.'

/ VLEITZ/YGN

&tMrv

Ick. Mystery meat

Join the Inkwell staff

PUZZLE SOLUTION
Omega Bloc
its not a secret
anymore

No experience neccessary. Only
requirement is to have a pulse & an
occassional idea.
Stop by our office on the 2nd floor of
MCC between 11:30 and 1:00 or call
927-5351 for more info.
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WE OFFEREDTHE
BEST DEAL IN TOWN
AND ENDED UP
ON THE BOTTOM

^
a m°nl

E teSer

Checking only costs 75? „
transac,i0ns

Even better, you don't have to keen un with ..

^^

y°" could possibly use. Seven checks

GETINSIANTCHEcSmroRSi

